It's better to Swivel than Slide

Maximum Strength and Performance in Tool Storage

Moveable Workbenches / Tool Cabinets

- Lifetime Limited Warranty
- Patented

Pro30-3507 & Pro60-3512 Workbench
- Heavy Duty 10/14 gauge drawers
- Extra heavy duty 1/4 inch table top
- Lockable Drawers
- Greaseable drawer hinges
- Anti skid drawer mats
- Greaseable casters
- Adj. legs for uneven floors
- Foot pedal to move casters into moveable mode
- Dimensions: Pro30-3507: 32” w, 24.25” d, 39.25” h, 415 lbs; Pro60-3512: 61.5” w, 24.25” d, 39.25” h, 660 lbs

Tel: (888) 979-4835

www.Swivel.pro
Swivel Stationary Modular Storage Solutions with Lazy-Swivel™ Option

- No bearings or drawer slides to wear out or fail
- Dirt & dust won’t affect the hinge plus it won’t bind even when loaded
- Flat drawer bottoms, never worry about something catching or jamming on drawer above
- Truly built to last, the patented Swivel Drawer Hinge strength, durability and low resistance is based on fully welded heavy gauge steel that swivels on a solid 1” cold rolled steel shaft with a grease fitting in each drawer
- Secure tamper proof locking systems
- Durable powder coat paint finish
- Manufactured in North America

Pre-Configured Units or Mix & Match Modular Units to create your own Modular Stationary Workbench

The Modular Series from Swivel allows you to build a stationary workbench to suit your needs in 2.5 foot increments from 2.5 feet to whatever length you need. Add in shelves, a single drawer workstation or if you want to maximize your workbench storage space leading into a corner then add the exceptional Lazy-Swivel™!

1 Pro803604 Modular Base Inline Storage Unit. 4 drawers. Optional Locking Mechanism. 30” w, 24.75” d, 36.75” h, 240 lbs.
2 PR80AS030 30” wide x 2 Adjustable Height Shelves & Mounting Brackets. Also available in 60” w.
3 PR80SD030 2 x 15” doors to #2 above. Also available in 60” width with 2 x 30” doors.
4 Pro813604 Lazy-Swivel™ Modular Base Corner Storage Unit. 4 Drawers. 46.5” w, 46.5” d, 36.75” h, 442 lbs.
5 Pro8080801 Modular Inline Storage Unit. 1 Drawer. 30” w, 24.75” d, 7.75” h, 52 lbs. Base unit required on each side.
6 Pro803606 Modular Base Inline Storage Unit. 6 drawers. Optional Locking Mechanism. 30” w, 24.75” d, 36.75” h, 265 lbs.
7 PR80TC60 60” Wall Mount Top Cabinet with 2 Adjustable Shelves. Must be mounted to suitable wall or structure.
8 7 Gauge Black Powder Coated Mild Steel Table Top. Also available in 3/8” or 1/2” unpainted or black powder coated mild steel or 7 ga stainless steel. The table top is only included in pre-configured Modular Systems. Custom configurations do not include the table top. They are available in up to 12.5 foot lengths (7 ga.) to reduce the number of seams.
Pro25-2305 Road Box with Work Surface & Pro18-183L Underbody Road Box

- Designed to stand up to the vibration from mobile service
- Heavy Duty 10, 12 & 14 gauge drawers and frame
- Weather seal on main door
- Durable t-handle with secure locking system
- Greaseable drawer hinges
- Anti skid drawer mats
- Mount on truck, trailer, tractor, etc
- Pro18 available in left or right swing

Dimensions: Pro25-2305: 30" w, 14.5" d, 21.5" h, 180 lbs; Pro18-183L (R): 36.375" w, 18.75" d, 18.125" h, 202 lbs

Pro34 Series
Service Body / Van Enclosed Trailer

- Heavy Duty 12/14 ga. frame/drawers
- Secure latches keep drawers closed
- Durable powder coat paint finish
- Greaseable drawer hinges
- Anti skid drawer mats
- Designed to stand up to the vibration from mobile service

9 sizes available:
Pro32-3408: 24" w, 18" d, 34" h, 253 lbs
Pro32-2405: 24" w, 18" d, 24" h, 180 lbs
Pro32-1804: 24" w, 18" d, 18" h, 142 lbs

Pro34-3408: 30" w, 18" d, 34" h, 299 lbs
Pro34-2405: 30" w, 18" d, 24" h, 212 lbs
Pro34-1804: 30" w, 18" d, 18" h, 168 lbs

Pro36-3408: 36" w, 18" d, 34" h, 343 lbs
Pro36-2405: 36" w, 18" d, 24" h, 245 lbs
Pro36-1804: 36" w, 18" d, 18" h, 195 lbs

Optional Drawer Dividers
Available for most models. 14 gauge galvanized steel with precision laser cut notches to allow for easy adjustment and variable configurations

Standard Drawer Colors

Optional Drawer Colors
* additional charges and longer lead time for optional drawer colors

Tel: (888) 979-4835

Swivel Road Boxes
the only TRUE Solution for Mobile Tool Storage
It’s better to Swivel than Slide

Stationary Corner & Work Center Storage

Pro50-6011 Corner Storage or Modular Storage Center
- Heavy Duty 12 & 14 ga. drawers
- Greaseable Drawer Hinges
- Secure Locking System
- Anti skid drawer mats

Left: 4 - Pro50-6011’s together with 8 - Pro51-3009’s
Pro50-6011 Dimensions: 48.25” w, 27.5” d, 60.125” h, 660 lbs

Pro20 Bench Top Storage
Pro 20-2212 Bench Top Storage
- Strong 16 gauge frame
- 10/16 gauge lockable drawers
- Greaseable drawer hinges
- Anti skid drawer mats
Dimensions: 32.75” w, 13.5” d, 24.5” h, 145 lbs.

Pro 51 Small Corner Storage
Pro 51-3009 Small Corner Storage
- 14 ga. frame & drawers
- Greaseable drawer hinges
- Anti skid drawer mats
The Pro51-3009 can be used by itself mounted to a bench, wall or pillar.
2 Pro51-3009’s can be mounted side by side to create a half moon shape or stack two high and mount to a Pro50 to create a 2, 3 or 4 sided storage center
Dimensions: 12.375” w, 12.375” d, 30.125” h, 76 lbs

Pro22 Bench Top Storage
Pro 22-2405 Bench Top Storage
- Strong 16 gauge frame
- 10/16 gauge drawers with secure latches to keep drawers closed
- Keyed lock for all drawers
- Greaseable drawer hinge
- Anti skid drawer mats
Dimensions: 29.75” w, 24” d, 23” h, 215 lbs.

The Pro 22-2405 is ideal for use on any benchtop cabinet as an additional tool storage

Standard Drawer Colors
- Orange
- Beige

Optional Drawer Colors
- Blue
- Red
- Green

Contact Your Local Dealer:
Tel: (888) 979-4835

www.Swivel.pro

Maximum Strength and Performance in Tool Storage

Stationary Corner & Work Center Storage